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[Benjamin Franklin], Poor Richard improved . . . for 1758 (Philadelphia: Printed and Sold by B. Franklin, and D. Hall. [1757]).
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Quality photographic reproductions of materials in the collection are offered for research, publication, and commercial use. All materials are photographed on-site by a professional, custom photographer, or have been scanned on-site by a digital technician.

Orders are accepted in person, by telephone, letter, fax, or e-mail (preferred). Please note that any information about, or photocopies of, the image that you are requesting can be important in locating the correct image. An invoice will be forwarded to you requesting prepayment and the order will be processed upon receipt of payment. Payment can be made via cash, check, Visa, or MasterCard. Checks should be made payable to The Library Company of Philadelphia. Discounts on materials fees are available for current Library Company Fellows and Shareholders. Please note that it takes 4 to 6 weeks to process orders involving new photography and 1 to 2 weeks to process reproductions from digital images on file. To receive items sooner, a rush fee will apply. Rush orders require a minimum processing time of 3 business days and must be approved in advance. A $15 surcharge will be applied to all digital orders. A minimum $5 mailing fee is added to all domestic orders unless other arrangements are made to have the materials picked up or shipped at the patron's expense.

Permission to reproduce material from the collection must be granted in writing and is at the discretion of the Library Company. All permission is granted on a per-use basis. A contract will be forwarded outlining requirements and fees for non-exclusive one-time use. Images cannot be altered without special permission. The user of supplied reproductions assumes all responsibilities for using them in conformity with existing copyright laws, and may be required to supply the Library Company with a copy of any publication or project in which the images appear. Library Company images found on the web are for reference use only. Those wishing to reproduce the image in any form are required to purchase high resolution digital files and are not permitted to use any image from our collection without written permission from the Library Company.
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The images found on the Library Company’s website, ImPAC and social media are intended for personal, educational or research purposes*. These Library Company images can be used freely for presentations, non-commercial websites, social media or blogs as long as a credit line for the Library Company of Philadelphia is included alongside the image (for web use, please include a hyperlink to the Library Company’s homepage and tag the Library Company of Philadelphia in social media).

* The digital catalog ImPAC and our website also include select images from collaborating institutions' collections. Please note such identifications in the image caption or location field of the ImPAC record. This material belongs to the identified institution and the Library Company is unable to issue permissions for such images.
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John Browne, Photographic Society of Philadelphia at Hopatcong Lake, albumen photograph, 1880.
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Please read the following terms and conditions before signing this form. Return signed form to a member of the staff.

Terms and Conditions

1. A Library Company of Philadelphia attribution tag provided by a staff member must be included in each reference photograph.

2. The use of flash or tripods is not permitted.

3. I agree that all photography taken by myself while a researcher at The Library Company of Philadelphia will strictly be used for reference purposes only. The image(s) will not be reproduced or published in any format, however reference photographs of Library Company material can be used freely in educational presentations or on social media. The Library Company of Philadelphia must be credited alongside the image or tagged in social media (for web use, please size images down to 1200 pixels maximum width and/or height).

4. I understand that the number of reference photographs I am allowed to take may be limited, and that I may be asked to submit a list of the materials photographed.

5. I understand that The Library Company of Philadelphia does not claim to hold the copyright on material in its collections, and I am therefore responsible for using the image(s) in conformity with U.S. Copyright Code.

By signing this form I agree to the above terms and conditions.
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Via Library Company of Philadelphia, more here: http://www.librarycompany.org/treasures/sed7.htm
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Denisa Enache Elena. Omar Garcia, Iris M Negron and 69 others like this.
On September 18, 1857, Conrad Deisenoth became a citizen of the United States. This print, held at the Library Company of Philadelphia, sketches Conrad’s life to that point. Born in Saxe-Weimar, a duchy in what is today the central German state of Thuringia, Conrad came to the United States no later than January 1850 and settled in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, where he decided to petition for citizenship. Beyond that, the certificate asks us to imagine his story. What did Conrad do between January 1855, when he filed the petition, and September 1857, when it was granted? Did he wait anxiously, or did he
Frontispiece from Curious Adventures of Captain Stedman During an Expedition to Surinam, 1773. Including the Struggles of the Negros, and the Barbarities of the Planters. Dreadful Executions, the Manner of Selling Slaves Munixy of Sailors, Soldiers, &c. London: Thomas Tegg, 1806. Courtesy: Library Company of Philadelphia
1910-1940
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Malcontents and more in the city of brotherly love

by Alex O. Arbuckle
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Philada. Physical Institute. Prof. Hillebrand & Lewis’ Gymnasium, ca. 1863
[Benjamin Franklin], Poor Richard’s Almanack, or the Way to Wealth ([New York]: New-York Society for the Encouragement of Faithful Domestic Servants. [1827?]).
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